INTRODUCTION
Devices and auulications reactiw to each other and to the . . require mechanisms to react to changes in their surrounding environment.
Context-awareness can be divided into two complementary aspects. On the other hand, a static part that describes the context and, on the other hand, a dynamic part that specifies the actions to undertake in response to changes in that context. In [4] we proposed a generative, model driven framework called CARBO (Contezt-Awareness Rule-Based Orchestration). It uses a model to specify the static part of the context, and condition-action rules to define the dynamic part.
In this poster we present an extension to the CARBO framework that distributes the context state into a set of contezt slices, located on each of the participating entities.
In this way, rather than having the complete context state in the device that runs the orchestration engine, each device will keep the state of the entity that represents it.
INCLUDING CONTEXT AWARENESS
In CARBO, context awareness in applications is achieved bv specifvinv a model of the context, and writinv a set of 
CONTEXT DISTRIBUTION
The initial CARBO context model centralizes the context on the device that contains the rule engine. This however does not cleanly map to the fact that we are dealing with different devices when performing application composition. Because of this, additional work must be performed by the CARBO engine to assure that the context representation is synchronized with the actual values of the context, as for example that information is no longer available due to disconnection of devices. It is more sensible to consider that each device contains a slice of the overall context, more specifically the slice that is directly related to the device itself. Here we discuss how we have extended CARBO to support distributed context. 
Handling Offline Context Slices

Tagged Futures Futures 151, are intended t o xt as placeholder values for an as yet undetermined object. Futures can b e passed around in an application, as i f they are the object for which they are the placeholder, but attempting t o read t h e actual value blocks until t h e future is resolved. Our c o n c e~t o f Tauoed --
Putures [3] enhances futures b y allowing an unresolved future t o b e read. T h e ~r o r a m m e r s~ecifies a mock value t o b e
A -used instead o f t h e actual value, as an extra tag added t o the future. Read accesses t o t h e future will return this mock value, and as soon as the future is resolved, read accesses will return t h e actual value. For more information we refer t o [3].
T
h e behavior o f tagged futures meets t h e needs for our chosen approach t o deal with offline context slices. We can have a context slice as a tagged future o f which t h e different attributes are tagged with their offline value. W h e n online, the context slice works as normal, and when offline, the programmer-specified value for these slices is returned. For example, consider t h e code below, for t h e light room example. Here t h e attributes o f t h e different entities have been given an extra annotation that specifies t h e value t o b e returned when offline.
OEntity public class Cellphon.< OPut"re("\"O\"") 0Attribute static String phoneNunber: i aRuleSet class LightRulas< 0R"le public void r u l e l o < if(Cellphone.phoneNunber == MYNUMBER) L i g h t . t u r n O n 0 ;
> >
T h e Cellphone entity specifies 0 as a mock value when offline. We assume there is no cellphone with number 0. 
Consequently, when the user is out o f range, the corresponding part o f the if-test will fail. As a result o f this, t h e test o f the rule does not need t o manually take into account t h e offline nature o f context slices. In fact, t h e rule would b e identical if it was written without taking distribution into account. This shows t h e advantage o f using tagged futures
RELATED WORK
CONCLUSIONS
In this poster we present an evolution t o t h e C A R B O orchestration engine that distributes context state amongst t h e different participants b y using context slices. As a result, C A R B O is a better match t o t h e domain o f Ubiquitous Computing setting, where e x h device is responsible for its
fiti. This allowed us t o elegantly manage t h e connection and disconnection o f each o f the slices that compose the whole context. T h e small price t o pay for this context distrihution, is that default values have t o b e specified for each o f t h e attributes o f t h e entities.
